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and, if the dominant heritage is diminished by diluvion, the easement is pro-
portionately diminished,
Save as aforesaid no easement is affected by any change in the extent of
the dominant or the servient heritage.
Illustrations.
(a) A, the owner of ft mil), has acquired a presciiptive right to divert to Inn mill part of
the water of a stream. A alteis the machinery of his mill. Ho cannot thereby increase his
right to divert water,
(I) A has acquired an easement to pollute a stream by carrying on a manufacture on its
banks by whiuh a certain quantity of foul mntter is discharged into it. A extends his works
and thereby indents the quantity discharged. Pie is responsible to the lower riparian own-
ers for injury done by such increase.
(c) A, as tbe owner of a farm, has a right to take, for the purpose of n anuring his farm,
leaves which have fallen from the trees on B's land. A bnys a field and unites it to bis
farm* A is not thereby entitled to take leaves to manure this field.
Partition of	30. Where a dominant heritage is divided between two or more persons,
heritage,' "the easement becomes annexed to each of the shares^ but not bo as to increase
substantially the burden on the servient heritage : Provided that such annex-
ation is consistent with the terms o£ the instrument, decree, or revenue-proceed-
ing (if any) under which the division was made, and, in the caso of prescrip-
tive rights, with the user during the prescriptive period.
Illustrations.
(a) A house to \\hicb a right-oE-way by a particular path is annexed is divided into two
parts, one of which is granted to A, the other to 15. Each is entitled, in nspect of bis pait
to a right-of-way by the same path.
(5) A house to which is annexed the right of drawing water from a well to the extent of
fifty buckets a day is divided into two distinct heritages, one of which 5s granted to A, the
other to B. A and B are each entitled, in respect of his heritage, to draw from the well
fifty buckets a day; but the amount drawn by both must not exceed fifty buckets a day.
(c) A, having in respect of hw house an easement of light, divides the house into three
distinct heritages. TSach of these continues to have the right to have its windows unob-
structed*
Obstruction	3it \n the case of excessive user of an easement the servient owner may,
ceasive user,   without prejudice to any other remedies to which he may be entitled, obstruct
the user, but only on the servient heritage:   ProTidccl that such user cannot
be obstructed when the obstruction would interfere with the lawful enjoyment
of the easement,
Illustration.
A, having a right to the free passage over B*s land of ligbt to four windows six foot by
four, increases their size and number. It h impossible to obstruct the passage of light to
the new windows without also obstructing the passage of light to the anciont windows. B
cannot obstruct the excessive user,

